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PHOTOINDUCED OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF La2CuO4+r SINGLE
CRYSTALS AND C60 THIN FILMS
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ABSTRACT

The evolution of both vibrational and electronic spectra of insulating
LaiCuOt+x single crystals upon charge-transfer gap photoexcitation has
been studied by means of photoinduced reflection spectroscopy. Interaction
of self-localized hole with some of the A, , optical phonons has
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been observed. Formation of self-localized hole state and its multiparticle
complexes is supposed. Photoinduced absorption in Ceo thin films has been
found to differ essentially from that in cuprates.

The most intensive photoinduced local vibrational modes (PILM's) in semicon-
ducting T\2Ba2Cax..xGdxCu20z,
YBa2Cu3Oe.3 were found to be
identical to the Raman active
modes of Ag symmetry typical for
metallic phases, but it was not the
case in La2Cu0^. To investi-
gate this peculiarity of La2Cu0\ we
have measured the evolution of the
IR-active optical phonon spectra
with oxygen doping of La2Cu0\+x

single crystals2 and photoinduced
reflection spectra in stoichiometric
single crystal. Fig.l shows that
PILM's are analogous to the super-
fluous lines appearing in IR spec-
tra at oxygen doping. The com-
parison of these lines with Ra-
man spectra3 has shown that these
lines may be attributed to the
Raman modes of Ag,B2g (and/or
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Fig.l. Reflection (a) and photoinduced reflec-
tion (b) spectra of La2Cu04+x single crystals: a
- oxygen doped, x S 0.005, and stoichiometric,
x S 0, (dashed curve) crystals; b - photoinduced
reflection for stoichiometric crystal, dashed curve
- difference of spectra in a.

symmetry, which strongly dis-
turb Cu-0 bond lengths in the
CuO2 plane. Besides, the PILM
400 cm"1 demonstrates effective in-
teraction of self-localized (SL) hole
w i t h ^ m o d e T h i g m o d e .g
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Fig.2a - photoinduced variation of real
part of the dielectric function e(y) in
La2Cu0\ single crystal with Neel temper-
ature TAT=318K [X £0). T=10K, E_Lc.
Smooth curve - its approximation by four
Lorentz oscillators shown at Fig.2b.
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Fig.3. Photoinduced reflection 6 — 100 *
AR/R spectra versus the power density I
of He-Cd laser in La2Cu0^+x single crys-
tals with different oxygen content: a -
Neel temperature IV=318 K (x £0); b -
TN=140K (x £0.01). T=10K, E_Lc.

at the Brillouin zone boundary in tetragonal phase and becomes IR active in or-
thbrhombic phase as a result of its transformation to the F-point due to the doubling
of the primitive cell.

It is known today that charge-transfer gap photoexcitation produces in insulat-
ing phases of cuprates MIR absorption band (0.1-0.6 eV) of complex structure. We
have studied this band in stoichiometric La2CuO^ single crystals by means of pho-
toinduced reflection spectroscopy4. In this spectral range photoinduced reflection
AR/R = 2(cj — l)~1ef°'5Aei, where Aex is the photoinduced variation of the real part
of dielectric function. Fig.2 shows Aei and its approximation by Lorentz oscillators in
La2Cu04 single crystal. The intensity of low-energy (LE) photoinduced transitions
(0.1-0.2 eV) with respect to the high-energy (HE) one (/ia;=0.55 eV) has a superlin-
ear dependence on the pump power density / at a high level of interband excitation
(Fig.3a). However, in oxygen-doped crystals the intensities of HE and LE transitions
have the same /-dependence (Fig.3b). These results indicate that LE transitions corre-
spond most likely to many-particle complexes of a hole SL state (0.55 eV). We believe
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Fig.4. Mid-IR photoinduced absorption in
2/im fullerite film. Excitation by argon laser
(hi/=2.54eV, / £ 0 . 2
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Fig.5. Optical density (a), photoinduced absorp-
tion (b) and heat effect (c) spectra in Ĉ o thin
film (d^0.1/xm),T=300K. Excitation by XcCl
laser (h^=4.03eV, / S0.06 W/cm2). Heat effect
corresponds to 4° temperature increase.

that both the hole-lattice interac-
tion and the magnetic spin interac-
tion of hole and copper atoms are
responsible for self-localization and
formation of many-particle com-
plexes.

The study of DC conductiv-
ity and doping-induced electronic
background in optical phonon spe-
ctra2 has shown that the SL states
are immobile, but hole has high mo-
bility inside SL complexes. The
model of SL states is attractive
for understanding the mechanism
of metal-insulator transition in sys-
tems with strong electron correla-
tions.

From the point of view of pro-
posed significance of spin interac-
tion in formation of SL hole state
it seems interesting to study pho-
toinduced electron transitions in in-
sulating phases of noncuprate high-
Tc superconductors. We have per-
formed this investigation at C&o
thin films. The photoinduced ab-
sorption of CQQ thin films has been
found to differ essentially from that
in cuprates. There were observed
no photoinduced optical transitions
of complex structure in the spectral
range 0.1-0.7 eV (Fig.4).

The broad photoinduced ab-
sorption with its maximum near 1.2
eV has simple structure and may be
interpreted as the interband transi-
tion between the two lower conduc-
tion bands, which originate from
the t\u and the t\g molecular lev-
els, respectively5'6. This absorp-
tion may be attributed to the intro-
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Fig.6. Optical density spectra for 0.1 /tm fullerite film on a sapphire substrate
at T=300 K (solid curve) and T=20 K (dashed curve).

duction of electrons to the t\u level upon photoexcitation. The photoinduced redistri-
bution of spectral weight was found between the fundamental absorption transitions
in favor of those forbidden in Ceo molecule (Fig.5). This redistribution is analogous
to the variation of the fundamental absorption transitions at lowering of temperature
(Fig.6). The increase of intermolecular interaction upon interband photoexcitation
of electron-hole pairs and the hybridization of wave functions seem to be responsible
for the observed redistribution of the spectral weight.
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